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CHINA FOLK ARTS  

WORKSHOPS AND EVENTS 

 

 Traditional Folk Art Handicrafts Demonstrations 

 

1. Reading Spring Couplets, writing Spring Couplets and winning Spring Couplets: 

There are abundant activities in Chinese Spring Festival, so it is not an easy thing to list 

and show all of those activities, but as a method of praying happiness, Spring Couplets 

is an essential part in Spring Festival. Because all the students have Chinese classes so 

we prepare 100 Spring Couplets and hang them in the gym students can read those 

Spring Couplets and them also can learn how to write Spring Couplets under the 

guidance of our calligrapher teacher, and then the teacher will write some Spring 

Couplets and send them to the students whose pronunciations is correct in reading 

Sprig Couplets. 
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2. Enjoying Chinese Lanterns 赏花灯 

In Spring Festival especially “Yuanxiao jie”, lanterns cannot be omitted. According to the 

condition of school’s gymnasium, we plan to hang many lanterns which combine with the 

Spring Couplets to emphasize the festival atmosphere. The shape of those lanterns 

includes animal shape, flower shape, figure shape and so on. 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Lantern Riddles: 猜谜语 

Solving riddles is one of traditional Chinese games, and it is very popular in China. In this 

Temple Fair we will put lots of riddles on the bottom of the lanterns and students who give 

out the answer of the riddle can win one gift. Through this game students can learn more 

Chinese word, and learn more Chinese culture, and their enthusiasm can be inspired.   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.Candy Blowing 糖人 

Candy-blowing is a traditional art and the one who performs it, is called candy man.  He 

firstly prepares a basic recipe of hard candy, which is solid at room temperature. Using 

heat pans, he heats the solid candy until it is soften.  A soft ball of candy has to be 

attached to a blowing pipe with a pinhole where air can be blown into it.  Blowing carefully 

air into the pipe, he enlarges the air chamber inside the candy and control the outer shape 

with their fingers. Within one minute the raw candy is transformed into an animal figure or 

other shapes. 
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5. Straw Weaving 草编 

Straw weaving is one of the handicraft skills circulated from the past to nowadays.  It is 

made use of malian, pucao (two kinds of plants), and cornstalk. In old china, farmers 

weaved sun-hats and shores using straw or cornstalk. As time passes, this skill becomes 

more and more mature. Today straw weaved products are both useful and delighted. 

 

               
 

 

 

6. Jing Xiu 京绣 

Jing Xiu, also called Gongting Xiu or Gong Xiu, was originally made for the imperial 

household. In Chinese, Xiu means embroidery and Jing was named after Beijing, while 

Gongting or Gong refers to the royal palace lived by imperial family in old China. Jing 

Xiu is made by rigid counted stitch, symbolic patterns.  Jing Xiu embroidery took the 

lead of the Four Minor Embroidery Styles of Qing Dynasty, along with the embroideries 

of Lu Xiu from Shandong Province, Bian Xiu from Henan Province, and Ou Xiu from 

Zhejiang Province. 
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7. Lianpu 脸谱 

Beijing Opera has the greatest influence among the hundred forms of opera throughout 

China.  It is therefore regarded as a national form. The roles in Beijing Opera are 

divided into four main types according to the sex, age, social status, and profession of 

the character. They are Sheng (生),Dan (旦), Jing (净),Chou(丑). In Beijing Opera’s   

make up, or Lian Pu, refers to facial designs for Jing(净) and Chou(丑) roles. It originated 

from daily life experience, describing such changes of expression as white for fear, red 

for shyness, dark for suntan, and sallow for illness. Red, yellow, white, black, purple, 

green and silver are the main colors used for facial designs to represent different 

characters. For instance, red stands for loyal, courageous and upright people; white for 

sinister and cunning officials; and golden and silvery colors for gods and ghosts. Most 

facial designs attach great importance to the eyes and eyebrows. Lian Pu has formed a 

complete system, as the facial designs of Peking Opera. 

    

                   

 

 

8. Kites 风筝 

The history of kites can be tracked down to two thousand years ago at the Spring and 

Autumn Period (770 BC-476 BC). After Tang Dynasty kite flying became more popular as 

one sport activity. In Ming and Qing Dynasty kite making skill reached more mature 

period and many schools regarding this skill were formed.  
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9. Dough Modeling 面人 

As another traditional folk craft, Dough Modeling is very popular all over the country. It 

enjoys a very long history that date back to Han Dynasty (206BC-220AD). Over several 

thousand years of development, Dough Modeling has become a unique component of 

Chinese culture and folk art. The folk artists mix the flour, sticky rice powder and a variety 

of color together, and then model them into different figures, animal, etc. Since most 

modeling figures are well known to local people or drawn from popular legends, they are 

enjoyed a lot by children. 

 

                         

 

 

10. Paper Cutting 剪纸 

Paper-cutting is one of the traditional decorative folk art. Since it is so easy, not 

expensive and beautiful, it becomes very popular in China. The main cutting tools are 

simple including paper and scissors or an engraving knife. In rural areas, paper cutting is 

done by women in their leisure time, and is practiced to beautify life.  Paper cutting can 

be used to express our joy, emotions and ideas about life.  Various paper cutting styles 

and even schools have been formed in different parts of China. 

 

                    

 

 

 

11. Chinese lantern 中国灯笼 

Lantern is the ‘protagonist’ of Chinese lantern festival (yuanxiaojie) which is the last day 

of the fortnight long Chinese New Year celebration. People with their family gather in the 
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public place like park or square to appreciate the beautiful lanterns displayed by 

individuals or the local municipal. Kids usually carry their own lanterns to participate in 

the showcase.  Competition is normally held to select the most beautiful lantern. 

                  
 

 

12. Xiangbao 香包 

Xiangbao (Sachet) is a part of Chinese Folk Arts with 2000years of history.  

In the ancient times, people wore them embroidered with many kinds of totems and 

blessing words during the Dragon Boat Festival.   Due to the special scent of Xiangbao, 

people hope this can let them avoid the evil and expel the wickedness.   In this way, 

Xiangbao can bring them wealth and auspicious time forever.  Now Xiangbao has 

become the mascot for everyone, including Chinese and foreigners. It is believed that 

Xiangbao can bring people wealth, health and happiness forever.  

 

                                    

 

 

 

13. Fengxiang Clay Sculpture 凤翔彩塑 

Fengxiang painted clay sculpture is one form of the Chinese clay sculpture arts made by 

people in Fengxiang which is a county in Shaanxi province in China. Traditional clay 

sculptures began at the Chinese historical era called Spring and Autumn Period.  When 

children were one month old, the elderly would present them as a gift. The hanging tiger, 

sitting tiger, and sitting person were the typical figures of  of  the traditional clay 

sculptures at that period.    
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14. Huaniaozi 花鸟字 

Huanniaozi is to write names with Chinese calligraphy and painting skills.  This is a 

special artistic form in china. You can say it is a kind of calligraphy and also a kind of 

painting. Those handicraftsmen write names using their artistic skills and imagination.   

They write each character of a name like beautiful flowers and vivid animals.  Most of 

those patterns come from nature and Chinese stories. 

    

                 
 

 

15. Snuff Bottle 鼻烟壶    

In the Qing Dynasty, the Chinese started using Snuff Bottle to contain tobacco. This 

fashion lasted over two hundred years till the end of the Qing Dynasty. At the beginning, 

Snuff bottles could only be used by royal families. But very soon, they became the 

collections of scholars and merchants. The most exquisite Snuff Bottle is the one with 

paintings on the interior wall the bottle. There are many different kinds of inside paintings, 

like landscapes, flowers and birds, figures, etc.  
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16 Intelligence Toy 益智玩具 

   It is interesting to be novel, and can evoke the child's curiosity. Do benefit to opening up 

their thinking and creativity. In China, we have many kinds of traditional intelligence toys 

for having fun and improve children’s abilities. The Children love them so much and really 

excited each time when they play with them. 

 

               

 

 

17. Pyrography Gourds 火绘葫芦 

Pyrography is a artistic process of producing designs on wood, leather, or other 

materials by using heating tools or fine flame. Nowadays people use pyrograghy to paint 

designs on the gourds. The patterns of the painting can be people figures, landscapes, 

animals, insects, plants and others. Generally speaking, those pictures or designs on the 

gourds have some specific meanings. 

    

                              
 

 

18. Chinese Knot 中国结 

Being developed constantly, from the earliest account tool, to practical skills in normal life, 

and to be an exquisite ornament art, Chinese knot has a history of thousands of years. 

The knot is used extensively in China’s ancient life, such as earliest clothes button, 

zipper, etc. at the same time, Chinese people have the custom of wearing ornament on 

clothes, and all these ornaments basically wear on clothes by kinds of rope knots and so 

gradually become a special and unique culture. 
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19. La Yang Pian 拉洋片 

“La Yang Pian” is also called “Xi Hu Jing” or “Xi Yang Jing”. Before the performance, the 

folk artists hang the pictures of story on the interior walls of a special wood box, make 

several holes on the walls and fix the convex lens on each hole. When the show starts, 

audiences look at the pictures put inside through the lenses. The folk artists will then tell 

the story of each picture and change pictures one by one by pulling the ropes attached. 

Sometimes, they even tell the story through singing or other unique ways. During the 

days when films were not popularized in China, “La Yang Pian” is one of the happiest 

pastimes of Chinese people. It was called “the Local Film on the Street”. 

 

             

 

20. Beijing Zong Ren 北京鬃人 

 

   Zongren, a special figure making which  mostly made of clay with color paper or color 

silk fabric outside, and little cotton fill in the middle. Then delineate the type of facial 

make-up according to personage's story, and should match the dress, add decorations 

and so on and finally make out a vivid zongren figure. Several figures could make up a 

group of drama personages, put them in copper plate, and beat the copper plate gently; 

leaning against the elasticity of the bristles, personages in the plate will wave. This is an 

exclusive in the folk art in Beijing. 
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21. Chinese Windmill 风车 

There are mainly two kinds of windmill designs. One kind is a perfect circle, like the 

waterwheel. Another kind is similar like the orchid flower. Windmill representative a 

happy family life rotating forever and good luck repeatedly time by time.  In Spring 

Festival temple fair, the windmill is a sign of the folk custom of Beijing. 

                       

 

 Traditional Folk Fun Games: 

The game was regarded as a kind of helpful experience of pursuing scholarly work by 

the ancient Chinese people. In the traditional temple fair, the game activity is a more 

indispensable part among the rich and colorful folk custom recreations. Now year 2008 is the 

Olympic year in China. And honorably BCIS is the Olympic Model School. So, in order to 

celebrate the theme of 2008 Olympic Games better , let the children have more opportunities 

to experience China's traditional sports game, make the temple fair show more colorful and 

vividly, let the children have more chances of participation, feel more recreational and 

interactive, we especially design a special game interactive area for them. This will be a 

place for fun, for tempering children's physical stamina and intelligence, and for training them 

to have more sports consciousness and cooperative friendship spirit.  

1）Traditional game: Knee Knock (stand on one foot as the cock does). 撞拐 

It is a very interesting game widely loved by teenagers. Children participated in 

"fighting "each other. To play the game is very easy. Only need to select a flat place, 

produce several circles about one meter which would be named as " base " with the 

powder stroke on the ground and then follow the rules to seek the winner. 
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        Both sides of this game should be all quick-witted, quick, steady and brave. This is 

the key point for win the battle. The game can temper children's health, confidence 

and willpower while laughing and fun. 

                

2） Traditional game: Rolling Hoop 滚铁环 

Rolling the hoop is a game deeply loved by children in the old days. The hoop is a 

round iron ring with about 50 cm in diameter. It is about one centimeter thick and 

then people use a long handle iron hook to play it.   

  This game needs certain skill while pushing and rolling the iron ring, grasp the 

balance of strength. It can make children temper the strength of willpower and arm at 

the same time in run to play this game. It is a body building suiting the juveniles very 

much.  

                      

3） Traditional game: Choose a champion 

 

Choosing the champion game had another name in old Peking, called choose 

"president" or choose "leader". It was one popular game of last century 40th or 

50th-year generation when children play together. The only element is a volleyball. 

       Children have taken exercises in beating and jumping in this game. Have tempered 

the quick-witted and flexible head and body in dodging as well, It is a game of 

benefiting of the body and mind very much. 
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    4) Traditional game: Hurl pot 投壶 

        The hurl pot is one kind of throwing game. From China first Qin continue to late 

Qing dynasty. The Han race traditional rite and game there is the history for more 

than 2000 years. Throwing the pot gift comes from shooting a gift. Because the 

courtyard isn't enough spacious, the guest perhaps can't shoot arrow and we will 

have some substitute. 

On the other hand, this game makes the children understand this kind of traditional 

game item which experiences successively for thousand years and can toughen 

children's attention, concentration, cool-headed mindset.   

                  

 

   5)  Traditional game: Cu Ju with kicking a shuttlecock. 

         "Cu" is an idea of kick by foot, "Ju" means a kind of ball, use the circle that eight 

pieces of olives form skin sons stitch bag, in the center use the floss fill up, the 

solid center have no flexibility. While kicking to play it, the Chinese Cu Ju is called 

the founder of exercise of football. 

         Kicking a shuttlecock is a traditional game widely accepted from ancient times of 

China to now. A shuttlecock is made of beautiful birds’ feathers as head and 

different elastic materials as pedestal, so the shuttlecock not only a game tool, but 

a beautiful decoration. 
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    7) New game: Pushing hand 

       This is currently a very popular and widely recommended game often 

played in variety Expand Training Courses. It was one and don't need 

any prop. And have the fast game of full competition. According to the 

children's age characteristics, we will choose to use specially made of big 

cartoon toy gloves to increase the interest of this game. 

 

8）New game: To beat the brass gong in Blind. 

This is a game which composes a double person. It is interest and funny to increase 

the whole atmosphere to the ground.  

 

Props: one Brass gong, a piece of red cloth, one plastics big drum.  

 

Rules: hang a brass gong on the wall(or place hanger); people attends by group form 

stand outside of five meters, One of the game participant be with the red cloth 

receive up eyes, the person should turn six turns first then try to beat the brass 

gong, the partner could tell him the line to the gong. Who can shot the brass 

gong in short time, who is the winner 
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 Traditional Local Fork Snacks Fun: 

 

Tandhulu: 糖 葫 芦 

Tanghulu is one kind of Chinese traditional snacks, the taste is sour and 

sweet, suit for all proper, it not only delicious, but also very good-looking, the 

color is red, make of some hawthorn fruit and these fruit has be drill through 

a hole with bamboo stick, the seller usually make the stick with more plums 

which looks like a small tree with large fruit-laden with. 

 

        

 

Traditional rice glue ball: 元 宵 

Besides entertainment and beautiful lanterns, another important part of the 

Lantern Festival or Yuanxiao Festival is eating small dumpling balls made of 

glutinous rice flour. We call these balls Yuanxiao or Tangyuan. Obviously, 

they get the name from the festival itself. It is said that the custom of eating 

Yuanxiao originated during the Eastern Jin Dynasty in the fourth century, 

then became popular during the Tang and Song periods. 

The fillings inside the dumplings or Yuansiao are either sweet or salty. Sweet 

fillings aremade of sugar, Walnuts（胡桃）, sesame, osmanthus flowers（桂

花）, rose petals, sweetened tangerine peel, bean paste, or jujube paste（枣

泥）. A single ingredient or any combination can be used as the filling. The 

salty variety is filled with minced meat, vegetables or a mixture. 

 

。                       
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Tea soup in Peking: 茶 汤 

Tea soup is one kind of Chinese traditional snacks, although there is no 

direct relationship with the traditional tea-leaf, but the big copper pot with two 

gold dragons, keep steaming, a bowl with some little powder, sugar, 

sesame...etc., fill with cold water first, then use a roll of the inside of the 

copper pot . The fragrance of You You gradually rises along with the hot air 

and that be a "old tea soup in Peking".。 

                        

 

Flavor pastry in the city: 京味小吃 

Simulate to invite Beijing’s old and famous shop to display traditional flavor 

dessert in the city scene: The New Year pudding, donkey dozen rolls son, 

chestnut noodles. Nest head, Yun bean book, garden pea Huang, moxa nest 

nest...etc..  

                          

 

Candy floss: 棉 花 糖 

The candy floss is a kind of small food which does to sell immediately; cane 

sugar is the raw material, because of its form like cotton, snow-white, soft, so 

it is called candy floss. After heat the refined sugar in seller, will take on 

paying a small bamboo to surround, finally surround into a circle of, then the 

refined sugar become into snow-white candy floss. Candy floss is an 

element which increases a special atmosphere for the colorful festival. 
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Dragon Dance & Lion Dance 

舞龙 与 舞狮 

 

For over 2,000 years, the dragon and the lion dance have turned from a symbol of deity, 

emperor and imperial power into a symbol of the rising Chinese nation. The Dragon Dance, 

accordingly, has been elevated from asking for God and rain to expressing people's courage, 

pride and wisdom.  

 

The Dragon Dance has diversified models and forms. The dragon is a totem of the Chinese 

nation. The farming tribes worship it very much. People think dragons can make clouds and 

bring them rain. Playing dragon dances in the spring will hopefully bring people favorable 

weather; playing in dry seasons will bring them rain; playing to different families will drive 

ghosts out. Therefore, the custom goes on.  

 

Usually, the Dragon Dance and the lion dance are performed by many people with specially 

made stage props in their hands. At first, they sing and dance, like butterflies among flowers. 

Then, they turn the stage props to form the head and tail of a dragon with some pieces of the 

lotus-like tools entering the dragon's body. When the dragon shoots into the sky, the 

audience feels the elegance and uniqueness of the dance. 
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More Sample Pictures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


